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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

On July 30-August 1, 2002, a joint Department of Energy (DOE) and National 
Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA) Committee conducted a review of the Large Area 
Telescope (LAT) project at Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC), the host laboratory for 
the project.  The LAT is being jointly developed by DOE and NASA, along with participation by 
four foreign partners (France, Italy, Japan, and Sweden).  It is the principal scientific instrument 
on the space-based NASA Gamma-ray Large Area Space Telescope (GLAST) Mission, currently 
scheduled for launch in September 2006. 

 
The LAT is a gamma-ray telescope, designed to measure the energy and direction of 

gamma rays incident from space with energies from about 20 MeV to greater than 300 GeV.  The 
scientific objectives of LAT include the study of the mechanisms of particle acceleration in 
astrophysical environments, active galactic nuclei, pulsars, and supernova remnants.  They also 
include the resolution of unidentified galactic sources and diffuse emissions from cosmological 
sources, as well as determination of the high-energy behavior of gamma-ray bursts and transient 
sources.  Main components of the instrument include a silicon-strip track detector, a calorimeter, 
an anti-coincidence detector, and a data-acquisition system.   

 
The review was held at the request of the co-chairs of the DOE/NASA Joint Oversight 

Group (JOG) for the LAT project.  The purpose was to conduct a “delta” NASA preliminary 
design review (PDR) and DOE baseline review of the project.  It followed the January 2002 
DOE/NASA review that found that four subsystems (Calorimeter, Anti-Coincidence Detector, 
Mechanical/ Thermal, and Integration and Test) were not ready for DOE baselining status and 
one subsystem (Mechanical/Thermal) was not at a PDR level of maturity.  Only the 
Mechanical/Thermal subsystem did not pass the January review due to technical issues. 

 
The charge to the committee for the current review was to carry out an integrated 

technical design, cost, schedule, management, and risk examination of each subsystem with 
emphasis on the four subsystems that did not pass the January 2002 DOE/NASA review.  The 
Committee was also asked to evaluate the cost, schedule, management, and risks of the entire 
project, keeping in mind issues highlighted from past reviews and identifying and assessing 
changes made.  The Committee consisted of 24 scientific and engineering experts in the fields of 
High Energy Physics, Astrophysics, and Spaceflight.  DOE and NASA observers were also in 
attendance. 
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The Committee found that all subsystems are now at PDR and baselining level, including 
those not previously passing the January 2002 DOE/NASA review.  In its assessment of the 
Calorimeter subsystem, the Committee felt that the new organizational structure is capable of 
successfully completing the project and that the communication issues between the contributing 
teams have been adequately resolved.  The Committee found that the Anti-Coincidence Detector 
(ACD) subsystem is adequate and reasonable in terms of technical design, cost, schedule, 
management, and risk.  Since the January review, the Integration and Test (I&T) subsystem has 
developed a new cost, Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), and schedule.  The basis of the cost 
estimates, the cost to complete, and the contingency appear adequate.  The Committee 
recommended that contingency plans be developed that account for possible late subsystem 
arrivals.  The Committee found that significant technical progress has been made in the 
Mechanical/Thermal subsystem and designs are now mature.   

 
The Committee evaluated the overall cost estimate to determine its consistency with the 

planned technical performance and scheduled delivery of the LAT instrument.  The cost estimate 
now appears mature, with a baseline cost of $99.97 million and a total project cost including 
contingency of $121.240 million.  Contingency at the level of 29 percent, with respect to cost-to-
go, was found to be adequate.  The fabrication and delivery schedule was evaluated to determine 
if it is reasonable and appropriate in view of the technical tasks and funding profiles.  The 
schedule has been extended by six months since the last review and is defined to end with 
acceptance of the LAT by NASA, with CD-4 approval by December 2005.  The Committee 
found the schedule is ambitious though achievable, with sufficient margin introduced to provide 
against reasonable risk.   

 
The Committee commented that this project is especially complex in terms of the range 

of contributors and the near-unique DOE/NASA cooperation, resulting in higher than traditional 
risks.  Risk identification and assessments have been conducted by the LAT project that cover 
project level risks and system level technical risks.  The Committee felt these are not updated 
with adequate frequency and recommended implementation of a continuous risk management 
approach for use throughout the life of the project. 

 
The Committee reviewed the status of the international contributions and found that 

significant progress has been made in developing signed agreements with international agencies 
and collaborating institutions.  However, the Committee felt it is urgent to fully complete these 
agreements as soon as possible, due to continued risk until they are signed. 
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The management structure, including relationships with the GLAST Mission and foreign 

partners, was found to be stable and well structured in order to meet the challenge of providing 
the LAT instrument within technical specifications, budget, and schedule.  The LAT 
management’s relationship to the GLAST Mission organization appears to be strong.  The 
Committee recommended that the LAT project provide for staffing needs in areas of concern. 

 
The level of SLAC Directorate oversight of the LAT project has been significantly 

enhanced, which was seen by the Committee as very promising and potentially of great value.  
This level of attention should be continued and plans for a LAT International Finance Committee 
should proceed rapidly.   

 
The Committee reviewed the overall project in terms of technical design, cost, schedule, 

and management structure.  Special attention was given to identifying and assessing changes 
made since the January 2002 DOE/NASA review.  The Committee found that there has been 
major progress in some critical management areas, as well as a number of changes in the 
schedule, the estimated cost, and the contingency that have strengthened the project and given 
greatly increased confidence in its ultimate success.  The Committee felt that the project is in 
very good shape for this point in its development.  The Committee recommended that an 
experienced and qualified person, responsible for the day-to-day technical oversight of the whole 
instrument, be added to the team.  Coordination and planning of the DOE/NASA reviews should 
be done to minimize impact on the project. 

 
In summary, the Committee agreed that the LAT project is ready to be fully baselined, 

based on the proposed technical design, cost estimate, schedule, and management structure, with 
all subsystems at or beyond PDR level. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
On July 30-August 1, 2002, a joint review by the Department of Energy (DOE) and the 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) was conducted of the Large Area 
Telescope (LAT) project at Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC), the host laboratory for 
the project.  The LAT is being jointly developed by DOE and NASA, along with foreign 
partners, and is the principal scientific instrument on the space-based NASA Gamma-ray Large 
Area Space Telescope (GLAST) Mission, currently scheduled for launch in September 2006.   

 
Relationships between DOE and NASA for the GLAST Mission and the LAT project 

were formalized in an Implementing Arrangement (signed by both agencies in January 2002).  A 
Joint Oversight Group (JOG) has been formed at the Headquarters level of NASA and DOE to 
coordinate agency oversight of the project.   

 
The LAT Collaboration was organized by DOE/NASA-supported U.S. scientists along 

with scientific teams from France, Italy, Japan, and Sweden.  Professor Peter Michelson, who 
holds a joint appointment at Stanford University and SLAC, serves as the Instrument Principal 
Investigator and Spokesperson for the Collaboration.  

 
The scientific objectives of the LAT are largely motivated by discoveries using 

measurements of celestial gamma rays by the EGRET experiment, which was flown aboard the 
Compton Gamma Ray Satellite, and, for energies above 300 GeV, by ground-based atmospheric 
Cherenkov telescopes.  These objectives include the study of the mechanisms of particle 
acceleration in astrophysical environments, active galactic nuclei, pulsars, and supernova 
remnants.  They also include the resolution of unidentified galactic sources and diffuse emissions 
from cosmological sources, as well as determination of the high-energy behavior of gamma-ray 
bursts and transients.  Among other topics of cosmological interest, these data will give 
information on extragalactic background light in the early universe and dark matter.   

 
The LAT program has been presented to the High Energy Physics Advisory Panel and 

endorsed by the Scientific Assessment Group for Experiments in Non-Accelerator Physics, both 
of which report to the Division of High Energy Physics (DHEP).  The GLAST Mission is the 
top-ranked mid-size space-based mission on the recent (2001) National Academy of Science’s 
Decadal Survey on Astronomy and Astrophysics and is part of the NASA Structure and 
Evolution of the Universe (SEU) roadmap.  The LAT proposal was submitted to and accepted by 
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NASA in February 2000 in response to the Announcement of Opportunity (AO 99-OSS-03).   
The LAT is a gamma-ray telescope that will measure the energy and direction of gamma 

rays incident from space with energies approximately 20 MeV to greater than 300 GeV.  The main 
components of the instrument include a silicon-strip track detector, a calorimeter, an Anti-
Coincidence Detector (ACD) and a data-acquisition system.  The design for the tracker consists of 
a four-by-four array of tower modules, each with interleaved planes of silicon-strip detectors and 
tungsten converter sheets.  Silicon-strip detectors are able to more precisely track the electron or 
positron produced from the initial gamma ray than other types of detectors.  This is followed by a 
calorimeter, which has Thallium-doped Cesium Iodide bars with photodiode readout, arranged in a 
segmented manner, to give both longitudinal and transverse information about particle energy 
deposition.  The ACD provides background rejection of the large flux of charged cosmic rays.  It 
consists of segmented plastic scintillator tiles, with wavelength shifting fiber/photomultiplier tube 
readout.  The detector draws on the strengths of the high-energy physics community, typically 
supported by DOE, for the silicon and calorimeter technology and related physics analysis.  Space 
qualification and telemetry are new dimensions for high energy physics, but well understood in 
astro-particle physics, typically supported by NASA, as well as the foreign collaborators.   

 
The LAT project was given DOE Critical Decision 0, Approve Mission Need, on June 25, 

2001.  It has completed the requirements for Approval of Preliminary Baseline (CD-1), which was 
approved pending final signatures at the time of the review (finalized August 28, 2001).  As part of 
the GLAST Mission, the LAT Project is currently in the NASA Formulation phase (phase B). 

 
At the request of the co-chairs of the JOG, John O’Fallon (DOE) and Paul Hertz (NASA), 

the review was conducted by Daniel Lehman, DOE, Director of the Construction Management 
Support Division, and David Betz, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), System Review 
Manager in the Office of System Safety and Mission Assurance.  This review is the third in a 
series of joint DOE/NASA reviews of the LAT project, with previous reviews held in August 
2001 and January 2002.  These joint reviews fulfill the otherwise-separate requirements of the 
DOE and NASA management oversight processes.  

 
The purpose of the current review was to conduct a follow-on “delta” NASA Preliminary 

Design Review (PDR) and DOE baseline review of the project following the joint DOE/NASA 
PDR and baseline review of the LAT project at SLAC in January 2002.   

 
For DOE, a baseline review serves to determine if the project is ready for baseline status 
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of the technical design, cost, schedule, and management structure.  The successful outcome of 
the review, at the end of the preliminary design phase, is a prerequisite for DOE CD-2, Approve 
Performance Baseline.  The basic design, cost, and schedule are held to this performance baseline 
for the duration of the project.  This approval will mark the beginning of the final design phase, 
prior to the start of fabrication.   

 
For NASA, the PDR focuses on the technical design of each subsystem and the integrated 

instrument in addition to being concerned with its cost, schedule, and management structure.  The 
successful completion of a PDR becomes the basis for the start of the final design effort.  Achieving 
this important milestone will pave the way for the GLAST Mission PDR scheduled for early 2003. 

 
At the January 2002 review, four subsystems (Calorimeter, Anti-Coincidence Detector, 

Mechanical/Thermal, and Integration and Test) were deemed not ready for the DOE baselining 
status.  Only one subsystem (Mechanical/Thermal) did not pass due to certain technical issues.  
All subsystems except Mechanical/Thermal passed the NASA/PDR part of the review.  The 
Mechanical/Thermal subsystem did not pass review due to a recent change of the heat transfer 
radiators in the thermal design that was made in order to accommodate the maximum number of 
choices of potential spacecrafts.  The spacecraft vendor will not be selected until the end of 
August 2002.  At the time, of the review the design did not achieve acceptable temperature 
control of the trackers, calorimeters, and electronics with a margin expected.  The subsystem 
team presented a possible solution, which was still being worked out at the time of the review.   

 
The charge for the current review was to carry out an integrated examination of each of the 

four subsystems that did not pass the January 2002 DOE/NASA review.  This should cover cost, 
schedule, risk, and management aspects of these subsystems, as well as technical aspects of the 
Mechanical/Thermal subsystem.  The Committee was also asked to evaluate the entire project, 
keeping in mind the issues highlighted, as well as the changes made since the January review.  The 
need for these changes was identified by the LAT project team, the mission, and internal and external 
reviews and was approved by the JOG.  These changes include a six-month schedule delay due to 
project needs and with matching it to the GLAST Mission schedule, finalization of the definition of 
the end of fabrication phase of the project, and total project cost increase of $5.4 million.  In addition, 
the Committee was charged with evaluating the project’s risk analysis and adequacy of risk 
management, as well as the status and time schedule of international contributions. 

 
The Committee (see Appendix B) included scientific and engineering experts working in 
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the fields of High Energy Physics, Astrophysics, and Spaceflight.  These Committee members 
had specific areas of expertise applicable to the LAT project.  Observers were in attendance from 
both the DOE and NASA agencies.   

The Committee reviewed the detailed presentations (plenary and breakouts) made by the 
collaboration members on the scientific and technical aspects of the experiment.  In addition, 
they reviewed the LAT team’s responses to requests made by the previous Committee.  
Recommendations by the Committee were provided to the LAT team and agency observers 
during the closeout of the review.  Their evaluations in terms of findings, comments and 
recommendations are contained in this report. 

 
The main body of the report consists of evaluations of each technical system, which are 

organized according to major subsystems in the work breakdown structure.  The final sections 
cover cost, schedule, funding, and management of the entire LAT project.  Appendices at the end 
of the report show the charge to the committee (Appendix A), the review participants (Appendix 
B), the agenda (Appendix C), cost tables and schedule charts (Appendix D), and action items 
(Appendix E).  Recommendations resulting from this review are included at the end of each of 
the sections, as well as at the recommendations concerning the entire project at the end.  

 
Requests for Actions (RFA) were written during the PDR review by the Committee 

members or others in attendance and forwarded to David Betz for coordination.  The RFAs 
(Appendix F) were generated for specific items that are felt to need more explanation than was 
available at the time. 
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2. TECHNICAL SYSTEMS EVALUATIONS 
 
2.1 Tracker (WBS 4.1.4) 
 
2.1.1 Findings  

 
As noted in past reviews, this is a well-planned design that can be completed within the 

required time.  The bottoms-up cost estimate yields a total subsystem cost of $9.9 million with a 
contingency of 25 percent.  Both are reasonable.  The design uses mature and well-tested 
technologies, so the technical risk is low, provided the procedures for design and verification 
developed by the project are followed. 

 
Some issues resulting from the January 2002 DOE/NASA review include:  1) a contingency 

increased from 11 to 25 percent, 2) the schedule float is still marginal, and 3) the verification plans 
and test procedures are now at, or beyond, the level expected for a Preliminary Design Review 
(PDR). 

 
Substantial progress has been made in the mechanical design.  Many of the assembly 

details have been developed.  Mechanical tests have been performed and have provided valuable 
technical feedback for the design. 

 
The Italian groups are fully integrated into the subsystem efforts and making good progress. 
 
Both the digital and front-end integrated circuits that had been submitted at the time of the 

January 2002 DOE/NASA review, were not usable for full pre-production system tests. 
Nevertheless, partial tests were possible and have led to circuit improvements.  Four new chips, 
two digital integrated circuits (IC) and two front-end ICs, have been submitted for fabrication and 
are due August 21, 2002.  If these devices are acceptable as pre-production prototypes, the current 
schedule leaves sufficient time for system testing prior to commencement of full integrated circuit 
production on December 6, 2002.  If only minor modifications are necessary, a two-stage 
production schedule could preserve the planned production start with acceptable risk. 

 
Two key electronic components are not flight qualified, high voltage chip capacitors and 

Polyswitches.  The capacitor vendor has assumed responsibility for flight qualification, however, 
the project must ensure that the Polyswitches are acceptable for flight by January 2003.   
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A full analysis of the required number of spare components has not been completed. 
 

2.1.2 Comments 
 

As noted in past reviews, this is a well-planned design that can be completed within the 
required time.  In regard to electronics, results from numerous tests (ranging from the component 
level to a full-balloon flight system) support the validity of the adopted architecture.  Extensive 
mechanical tests and analyses have also been performed.  These tests have uncovered some 
problems, but acceptable solutions have been found and are being implemented. 

 
The January 2002 DOE/NASA review raised several issues.  Budget contingency was 

inadequate, but has now been increased from 11 to 25 percent.  This is appropriate for this phase 
of the project.  Schedule float remains marginal despite the extension of the overall project 
schedule.  Schedule float for delivery of the last tower is 36 working days.  The success-oriented 
schedule strives to limit costs, but does not provide much leeway.  Preparation of verification 
plans and test procedures had begun at the time of the January review, but additional effort was 
needed to put draft plans into place for upcoming tests.  These test plans and procedures are now 
at, or beyond, the level expected for a PDR.  

 
The new bottoms-up cost estimate yields a total subsystem cost of  $9.9 million with a 

contingency of 25 percent.  Both are reasonable.  The design uses mature and well-tested 
technologies, so the technical risk is low, provided the procedures for design and verification 
developed by the project are followed. 

 
Substantial progress has been made in the mechanical design.  Many details of the 

mechanical design and assembly process have been resolved.  Mechanical tests have been 
performed and have provided valuable technical feedback for the design. 

 
Two problems were identified through mechanical testing.  First, screw fasteners “backed 

out” during the first vibration test.  It was determined that the screws backed out due to 
insufficient applied torque.  A change in the screw head type has allowed the full torque to be 
applied and the second vibration test showed no fastener problems.  An epoxy, applied to the 
screw heads, will also help to prevent fastener backout.  It should be noted, however, that these 
changes do not address the possible misalignment between the tapered screw holes in the side 
panels and the fastener inserts in the trays.  Misalignment here could result in inadequate preload 
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between the side panel and the tray. 
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A second problem, discovered during the first vibration test, was a hairline crack that 
developed at one of the corners of the bottom tray.  This hairline crack grew and additional 
cracks formed during the second vibration test.  The design of the bottom tray has been modified, 
which should resolve the strength problems.  This modified design will be incorporated in the 
engineering model tower for strength verification.  A study team has been formed to analyze the 
proposed design changes, identify other weak points, and to recommend non-destructive testing 
methods for crack identification.  

 
To address thermal concerns raised at the January 2002 DOE/NASA review, the design of 

the Tracker Carbon Fiber Side Panels has been changed.  The strength and thermal properties of 
the new design must be verified before committing to the production of the flight Side Panels. 

 
The Tracker Trays and Towers will be fabricated, assembled, and tested in Italy.  The Italian 

groups are fully integrated into the subsystem efforts and are making good progress.  Technical and 
programmatic coordination between the U.S. and Italian groups is crucial and is working well. 

 
The project schedule, however, uses a U.S. calendar that does not include Italian holidays. 

 Currently Italian holidays are incorporated into durations of individual tasks.  This could become 
difficult to manage as schedule shifts and task durations must be manually adjusted.  An 
international calendar should be incorporated into the project-scheduling program to facilitate 
efficient tracking of international efforts. 

 
Two key electronic components are not flight qualified:  the high voltage chip capacitors and 

Polyswitches.  The capacitor vendor has assumed responsibility for flight qualification and this does 
not appear to be a problem.  However, if the Polyswitches are to remain in the design, the project 
must ensure that the Polyswitches are acceptable for flight no later than January 2003.  The 
Polyswitches can be replaced by jumpers without affecting the schedule, but this will reduce overall 
reliability.  For example, without the Polyswitch, a shorted capacitor could disable an entire tower. 

 
Both the digital and front-end chips that had been submitted during January 2002 are not 

usable for full pre-production system tests.  This is a significant setback, as the designs were quite 
mature and could have qualified as pre-production prototypes prior to the full chip production run of 
75 wafers.  All key circuit elements had been tested in previous chips and evaluated in the balloon 
flight test.  Nevertheless, nearly all circuit elements in the new chips could be tested, which resulted 
in several improvements that were incorporated in the resubmission.  Four new chips, two digital 
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chips, and two front-end chips, have been submitted and are due on August 21, 2002.  
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Two of the three previously submitted ICs failed due to design verification flaws.  The third 
IC failed because a “simple” modification was made and the circuit and layout were not verified 
prior to submission.  The electronics group has adopted additional extraction and verification tools to 
avoid future verification problems.  The failure of the third chip indicates procedural problems that 
must be avoided in the future.  The new submission has followed proper verification procedures. 

 
If the new ICs are acceptable as pre-production prototypes, the current schedule provides 

adequate, although not ample, time to allow start of IC production on December 6, 2002.  A full set 
of system tests must be completed, including full ladder tests, to determine the adequacy of these 
devices.  Based on the prior experience with the design, it is quite possible that the current designs 
qualify as pre-production prototypes.  Nevertheless, thorough system tests may uncover subtle 
effects that justify some circuit changes.  Should this be necessary, the design must be modified, 
verified, submitted, and tested before full production can begin.  If only minor changes are 
necessary, as is commonly the case at this stage, a two-stage production schedule has been 
suggested to minimize risk.  At the scheduled start of production, only a partial production run 
with minimum lot size (25 wafers of the required 75) would be initiated.  If the revisions prove to 
be successful the remaining wafers would be ordered, with no net schedule delay.  However, 
should further revisions be necessary, schedule delay is unavoidable.  Depending on the nature of 
the revisions, it may be appropriate to simply delay production start to accommodate a new pre-
production run.  Again, it is quite probable that any necessary modifications are minor, so that the 
staged production scheme would not lead to any delay.  In any case, test procedures and test 
hardware must be in place prior to the receipt of the chips on August 21 to identify problems early.  
 

The Key Milestones do not include the final IC production run submission—this has 
become a critical path milestone.  Key milestones should be reviewed to ensure that critical path 
tasks are not omitted. 
 
2.1.3 Recommendations 
 

1. Baseline the Tracker Subsystem. 
 

2. Ensure thorough and stringent testing, coupled with critical evaluation, of tower electronics 
at least to the multi-ladder level before releasing the designs for full production. 
 

3. Verify crack remediation prior to the Engineering Model mechanical test and new 
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side panel design by the Critical Design Review.  
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4. Compile data and conduct necessary tests to allow a decision on the Polyswitches by 
the end of this year. 

 
5. Review schedule and milestones when full testing of the current round of integrated 

circuits has been completed to ensure adequate schedule contingency. 
 
6. Develop a spares plan by the time of the Critical Design Review. 

 
2.2 Calorimeter (WBS 4.1.5) 
 
2.2.1 Findings 
 

The organizational changes proposed at the January 2002 DOE/NASA review have been 
implemented with some success.  The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with IN2P3/Ecole 
Polytechnique has been signed and a strong working relationship has been formed with the U.S. 
management team.  The MOU with CEA/Saclay has not been signed and is being held up while 
some financial negotiations between Saclay and the French Space Agency (CNES) are finalized.  
Representatives from Saclay and SLAC management assured the Committee that the two parties 
are very close to an agreement.  Meanwhile, work has moved forward at Saclay to characterize 
PIN (positive-intrinsic-negative) diodes and to develop a procedure for assembling Crystal 
Detector Elements (CDEs). 

 
The problem of attaching PIN diodes to Thallium-doped Cesium Iodide crystals has been 

solved in a way that exceeds all specifications. 
 

A number of changes have been made to the mechanical design of the calorimeter including: 
 

• A 7-mm decrease in the length of the crystals; 
• Larger chamfers on the edges of the crystals; 
• A 1-mm reduction in the size of the PIN diodes; 
• Replacement of the flex cable connection from the PIN diode to the analog front end 

electronics (AFEE) board with twisted pair cable. 
 
The AFEE board design has been improved to better separate the analog and digital 

components and to reduce cross talk.  The new board architecture is the motivation for the switch 
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from flex cable to the more flexible twisted pair cables, mentioned above.  
 Studies at Saclay have revealed micro-cracking in the epoxy window of the PIN diodes 

during temperature cycling tests down to -30˚ C.  The cracks apparently develop as a result of 
different temperature coefficients for the silicon, the ceramic carrier, and the epoxy.  These 
results have been reproduced at Naval Research Laboratory (NRL).  It is not yet clear what 
impact, if any, these cracks will have on performance, but studies are underway.  Discussions 
with Hamamatsu are in progress to understand the possible causes of the cracking.  Three process 
changes have been identified which could alleviate this problem.  Hamamatsu is willing to 
explore these changes and that work is progressing.  If the problem cannot be solved through 
process changes at Hamamatsu, the effect can be mitigated by keeping the calorimeter 
temperature above -20˚ C at all times by modifying the on-board thermal control system.  
Alternatively, the LAT project could agree to accept the risk presented by these micro-cracks, 
and seek a waiver from the standards board.  The problem must be solved in the next two months 
to avoid schedule delays or a restructuring of the PIN diode contract. 

   
The schedule for the LAT project has been extended by six months.  The calorimeter 

group has reanalyzed their schedule and allocated much of this time up-front to better prepare for 
production.  The schedule for the production of CDEs at Saclay for the engineering model is still 
very tight.  The final procedures and tooling for CDE production are not expected to be in place 
until the end of September.  CDEs are needed for the engineering model by the middle of 
October.  Once CDEs have been produced for the engineering model, the procedure must be 
transferred to industry, contracts must be put in place and duplicate fixturing must be fabricated 
to allow for the production of 50 CDEs per week.  
 

The calorimeter relies on two Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC).  The 
digital ASIC appears to function according to specification.  The analog ASIC has been modified 
to clean up some pin assignments, add a new overload recovery circuit, and address some 
linearity problems present in the previous version.  The next version of both ASICs is expected 
to be available for evaluation in August.  The schedule contains an additional submission cycle 
before the production submission.   

 
The cost of the U.S. contribution to the calorimeter has increased due to an increase in 

scope as a result of reorganized responsibilities.  The costs are primarily associated with module 
integration activities that will now take place at NRL.  The U.S. has also taken responsibility for 
part of the PIN diode procurement as a result of budgetary limitations in France.   
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The base cost of the calorimeter system appears to be adequate and is dominated by labor. 
 The overall contingency on the calorimeter is 25 percent.  A detailed look at the cost estimate 
reveals a solid plan to estimate contingency.  Low contingency has been assigned when reliable 
quotes are in hand and large contingency has been assigned where appropriate (PIN diode 
procurement, CDE integration, etc.)  Most of the cost of the calorimeter is labor and a significant 
fraction is level of effort that carries an appropriately small contingency. 
 
2.2.2 Comments 
 

The Committee feels the new organizational structure is capable of successfully completing 
the calorimeter project and that the communication problems have been adequately resolved. 

 
The mechanical changes to the design of the calorimeter all seem well motivated and are 

intended to simplify assembly and improve tolerances.  The schedule and cost implications of 
these changes are minimal. 

 
The architectural change in the AFEE board is a technically sound decision that will 

result in a stronger design with better analog/digital isolation. 
 

The Committee is reasonably convinced that the micro-cracks that develop in the epoxy 
windows of the PIN diodes during temperature cycling tests will not present a serious technical, 
schedule, or cost problem for the project.  If process changes by Hamamatsu do not rectify the 
problem the fallback solution of modifying the on-board thermal control system to keep the 
calorimeter sufficiently warm should work. 

 
The schedule for the production of flight modules is now sensible and credible and has a 

more appropriate amount of float.  The schedule for CDEs from Saclay for the engineering model 
is tight and a matter of some concern.  It is important that CDEs produced according to the final 
agreed upon procedures be included in the engineering model.   

 
The schedule, cost, and technical risks associated with ASIC design and production do 

not appear to be unreasonable.  However, the ASICs continue to be the critical path for the 
calorimeter and their progress must be continuously monitored.   The costs associated with the 
increased scope of the U.S. contribution to the calorimeter system have been adequately 
accounted for in the project cost estimate.  The Committee was comfortable with the base cost of 
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the calorimeter subsystem and the assigned contingency. 
2.2.3 Recommendations 
 

1. Baseline the cost, schedule, and technical design of the calorimeter subsystem. 
 

2. Continue to work with Saclay to finalize the Memorandum of Agreement and 
optimize the subsystem schedule in coordination with the French partners. 
 

3. NRL and Saclay should continue to work closely on procedures for CDE assembly 
allowing Saclay to contribute completed CDEs to the engineering model.  

 
2.3 Anti-Coincidence Detector (WBS 4.1.6) 
 
2.3.1 Findings and Comments 

 
Subsystem managers have done a very good job of getting the Anti-Coincidence Detector 

(ACD) ready for this review.  All the recommendations from the January 2002 DOE/NASA review 
were addressed.  In particular, a new bottoms-up Work Breakdown Structure was created, 
contingency and critical path analyses were performed, and Basis of Estimate was provided.  

 
Technical progress has been made on three fronts: 

 
• R&D was continued to finalize layout of the scintillator tile geometry.  
• New data was collected during test-beam at CERN to measure backsplash effect  

(self-veto of gamma events). 
• Full size mock-up of ACD was built at GSFC to work out details of fiber routing. 

 
Present cost of the ACD is $10.3 million, an increase of $250 K with respect to the  

January 2002 cost.  The increase is solely due to the six-month extension in the project schedule.  
Material costs are $2.7 million.  Labor costs are $7.4 million. 
 

  Total labor required to build and test ACD is 70 full-time equivalents (FTEs).  Of these, 
35 are civil servants.  For civil servants, the project pays multi-program support (MPS), 
approximately $35 K per year.  The remaining 35 FTEs are fully paid contractors.  In this case, 
contractor costs and MPS are paid by the project.  
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To date, the subsystem has spent $2.7 million.  The remaining effort has the average 
contingency of 25 percent.  Based on the maturity of the ACD design, this level of contingency 
seems appropriate. 

 
ACD faces no unusual risks.  In order to reduce a possibility of high voltage failure, a 

second (redundant) High Voltage Bias Supply (HVBS) has been requested by the subsystem 
managers.  This change would introduce a $60 K cost increase of the subsystem.  If HVBS fails 
and only a single photomultiplier is used to read out a tile, charged particle rejection efficiency 
drops from the required 0.9997 to 0.999. 

 
No international contributions are used for this subsystem.  ACD is fully funded by NASA. 

 
With the recent half-year extension of the project, the present ACD schedule is credible. 

Major milestones include: 
  
• October 2002:  Critical Design Review.  At that time, all of the R&D, design work 

has to be completed, drawings ready for approval by LAT management, and 
subsystem ready to begin fabrication. 

• February 2004:  Complete assembly of ACD, begin integration and testing at Goddard. 
• June 2004:  Deliver ACD to SLAC.  Ready for Integration and Testing with LAT.   

There is 15 weeks float time (needed by November 2004). 
 

Production of analog ASICs is in on the critical path.  Scheduled ACD completion is  
15 weeks ahead of the LAT integration need date.  Some of this time could be used to extend 
testing of the second submission of ASICs, if needed. 

 
Subsystem management is well structured.  The managers are supported by staff in project 

control (WBS, Primavera), scheduling, and procurement.  An engineering team (of approximately 
ten people) with vast experience in previous satellite projects has been assembled.  

 
2.3.2 Recommendations 

 
1. That the ACD subsystem be baselined. 
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2. Develop detailed specifications for the readout fibers (light yield, attenuation length, 
batch-to-batch variations) prior to the bid process and purchase of materials. 

 
3. Ensure that the second generation of the analog ASIC, (to be delivered in August 2002) 

is well evaluated before third generation is sent off to production. 
 
4. Continue to develop calibration plan for ACD for the Integration and Testing phase. 
      

2.4 Electronics, Data Acquisition, Flight Software (WBS 4.1.7) 
 
2.4.1 Findings 
 

The GLAST electronics and flight software subsystem cost and schedule were baselined 
at the January 2001 DOE/NASA review.  A revised schedule incorporating the six-month project 
delay has been generated.  The scope of the subsystem has not changed, the cost remains at $15.7 
million, and there is a 28 percent contingency.  Since the PDR, impressive progress has been 
made in a large number of areas. 

 
Engineering Module 1 versions of the Tracker Electronics Module with full flight 

functionality are in use at SLAC for the Tracker and Calorimeter and at NRL for the Calorimeter. 
Engineering Module 2 versions require retargeting the existing Very high-speed integrated circuit 
(VHSIC) Hardware Description Language (VHDL) codes in the Tracker and Calorimeter cable 
interface Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) to ASICs and retargeting the remaining VHDL 
code to flight compatible ACTEL FPGAs.  The ASIC design is at the simulation stage. 
 

An Engineering Module 1 prototype of the Anti Coincidence Detector Electronics Module 
(AEM) is operating with an ACD digital ASIC emulator.  To move to the Engineering Module 2 
version, retargeting the existing VHDL code to flight compatible ACTEL FPGAs is required along 
with the substitution of flight qualified Low Voltage Differential Signaling (LVDS) drivers and 
Analog to Digital Converters. 

 
Both the Tracker Electronics Module and AEM are functioning in combination with 

actual front-end electronics or emulators. 
 
A critical 28V to 1.5V power supply has been designed by Southwest Research Institute 
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(SwRI) and constructed at SLAC.  Efficiency goals have been met and the prototype is built 
mostly with flight components. The noise performance is within a factor of two of specification 
and work is in progress to continue improvement.  The Committee notes that a test of this supply 
with a tracker module did not impact the trackernoise.  The development of this supply begins to 
address cost and schedule concerns noted at the time of the PDR.  Another concern was the use 
of optocouplers.  None are used in the present design.  An adjustable high voltage supply is now 
being designed by SwRI and Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) solutions for the remaining 
supplies are being explored. 
 

A complete qualification plan for the ASICs was presented and signed-off by GSFC. 
 
Qualification specification for polyswitches to be used as resettable fuses on most if not all 

circuit boards has been generated by GLAST and radiation testing has been performed.  A 
qualification plan must be developed by the LAT electronics team and approved by GSFC as soon 
as possible.  Some devices are incorporated into the tracker Multi Chip Modules early next year. 

 
The flight software team and the electronic hardware teams are highly integrated.  This 

arrangement will serve to mitigate risk, schedule impacts, and costs.  Typical formal 
documentation is not as critical to the success of the flight software implementation as some 
more segmented projects. 

 
The electronics team has begun carrying an NRL 603e processor board as a backup 

processor for the BAE RAD 750 processor board.  While this mitigation reduces the overall risk 
for the project, the flight software remains sensitive to the processor selection. 
 

The software team has made significant progress on the analysis of CPU utilization for the 
event filtering algorithms.  Since the January PDR the rejection rate has increased from 82.6 to 98.4 
percent (goal of 99.8 percent) while at the same time reducing CPU utilization per event.  At present, 
there is 700 µs available per non-rejected event to be applied to further background rejection.  
Findings indicated that either the 603e processor or the 750 processor would be able to accommodate 
the event-filtering load easily with fewer processors required. 

 
The flight software team has two open staff positions with three qualified candidates.  These 

additions will bring the staff to a minimal level for accomplishing their work.  Funds for these 
positions were re-allocated from within the electronics budget and no additional funds are required. 
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In conjunction with the Integration and Testing (I&T) team, the flight software team has 
eliminated a COTS-based, stored command sequence tool from their design.  No replacement for 
this functionality has been identified yet.  Additional schedule may be required if the flight 
software team decides to create this software themselves. 
 

The software team presented a sound configuration control process with an acceptable 
configuration management software package. 

 
They have created several key documents; however the Flight Software Test Plan and 

Software Management Plan remain in draft form.  The management plan includes a detailed 
design peer review. 

 
The current test plan incorporates a formal acceptance test for the software before 

delivery to the instrument.  They plan for reproducible unit and integration tests that are 
configuration managed along side the flight software. 
 
2.4.2 Comments 
 

There are two areas that require coordination with the GSFC engineering organization. 
One has already been mentioned—determining the method for accepting polyswitches as flight 
worthy.  The other is the design methodology for the code residing in FPGAs.  SLAC needs to 
ensure that the FPGA design practices adhere to Goddard guidelines and recommendations for 
spaceflight applications.  There are opportunities for two-way exchange of data and experience in 
these areas and these should be resolved quickly. 

 
The ASICs used in the Tracker Electronics Module have three fabrication cycles scheduled 

to achieve flight parts.  This is conservative, especially given that the VHDL code is already 
functioning in FPGAs. 

 
The Global Trigger design is not started. This is appropriate since hardware algorithm 

specifications are not complete.  The trigger system is mostly comprised of FPGAs but there is 
one ASIC.  Presently it is conceived to only be a dense LVDS data receiver.  Since an LVDS 
block already exists in other ASICs, this development is low risk. 

 
The flight software staff has a good foundation in embedded software systems and high 
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energy physics. The software team is encouraged to complete the Flight Software Test Plan and 
Software Management Plan, to conduct a peer review of the design and use these as tools to insure 
success of their system.  Doing so will bring valuable flight software experience to the group. 
 

There are two risks to the flight software schedule: 
 

1. Lack of a clear implementation path for an onboard stored command sequence and 
autonomy capability.  This issue is closely tied to the instrument I&T, spacecraft I&T, 
and operations environments.  The flight software will need to be involved in future 
trade studies to insure their needs are incorporated. 

 
2. The possibility of designing software for two processor systems.  Processor selection 

impacts the software memory access strategy and may have further, wide-ranging 
effects.  Until a processor is selected, the software team must make additional efforts 
to accommodate the possibility of using either processor.  The sooner a selection is 
made, the less work the team will need to do. 

 
2.4.3 Recommendations 
 

1. The electronics, including software, was baselined at January 2002 PDR. 
 

2. Work with GSFC parts branch to qualify polyswitches for use in the LAT electronics. 
Polyswitches need to be ordered in January 2003 for the tracker electronics. 
 

3.   Ensure that FPGA design practices adhere to GSFC guidelines and        
recommendations for spaceflight applications. 
 

4. Determine the need date for processor downselect based on software design impacts. 
 

5. Finalize the Flight Software Test Plan and the Flight Software Management Plan. 
 

6. Identify solution path to replace the functionality that would have been provided by 
Stored Command Language COTS tool in the flight software.  Coordinate with I&T 
and Mission Operations. 
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2.5 Mechanical Systems (WBS 4.1.8) 
 
2.5.1 Findings 

 
Significant technical progress has been made since the January PDR.  Both the 

mechanical and thermal designs presented were consistent with preliminary design maturity and 
were supported by an appropriate level of analyses that predict adequate design margins.   

 
A spacecraft vendor still has not been selected although this is expected to happen later 

this summer.  Upon selection, the thermal/mechanical interfaces with the spacecraft will have to 
be worked intensely to finalize interface documentation and reach mutually acceptable designs 
while maintaining schedule.  The subsystem team has done a very good job providing flexibility 
to their design so that this interface work can progress without major impacts to the current LAT 
thermal and mechanical designs.   

 
Significant changes since January include the repackaging of the thermal radiators to fit 

inside the Launch Vehicle fairing and not interfere with spacecraft (S/C) and Payload Attach 
Fitting stay clear zones.  The radiators were both widened and shortened from the January design. 
 Existing heat pipes were rerouted and additional pipes added, and other structural changes were 
made to accommodate the radiator changes.  Also, tracker sidewall plate material changes were 
made to reduce thermal gradients from top to bottom of the tower.  

 
Tracker tower design iterations are ongoing.  Two unsuccessful vibration tests have been 

conducted on a mechanical test tower.  The latest test ended with the composite lower tray 
developing cracks in the corners where the Titanium support flexures attach.  This has necessitated 
the initiation of a failure review board.  Current plans are to proceed directly to an engineering 
model test in November, without having conducted a successful mechanical model test.   

 
A high fidelity LAT structural finite element model (over 115,000 nodes) was presented. 

Static and modal analyses with this model indicated positive margins for strength and minimum 
fundamental frequencies.  All frequencies identified were 55Hz or higher with the Grid drum-head 
frequency (first major mode) at 57 to 60 Hz depending on the total mass of the instrument.  These 
frequency predictions are in excess of the minimum requirement of 50 Hz.  It should be noted that 
these analyses were done with a fixed LAT to S/C interface.  Primary load paths seemed to be well 
understood.  Results from numerous static load cases were presented with, for the most part, resulting 
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stresses and deformations within acceptable limits.  There was some concern for the low margins 
presented for the calorimeter to grid interface fasteners.  This friction joint interface uses hundreds of 
relatively small diameter fasteners to secure the calorimeters and closeout the grid structure.   

 
More realistic loads can be developed for the LAT and its subsystems when the spacecraft 

vendor is on-board and a more representative coupled loads analysis is conducted. 
 
There appears to be adequate mass margin, with the current mass estimated to be 2699 kg 

(compared to 2614 kg back in January) against an allocation of 3000 kg.  Normally the Committee 
would like to see 15 to 20 percent mass margin at the PDR.  However, a large percentage (over  
40 percent) of the current mass estimate of the instrument was presented as measured mass from 
the Calorimeter subsystem due to the known mass of its many hundreds of Thallium-doped Cesium 
Iodide logs. 

 
The thermal modeling techniques and the process used to achieve the thermal predictions 

are adequate for PDR level.  In January, analyses assumed overly conservative, constant solar 
array temperature around the orbit (+100˚ C hot and –100˚ C cold).  Parametric transient analyses 
have since been performed of a more realistic solar array temperature profile.  This resulted in 
much lower heat inputs to the radiators.  

 
Several thermal tests were added to retire risks.   A Grid box assembly will be subjected 

to protoflight thermal vacuum cycling.  Also, a thermal balance test has been added that includes 
the flight radiators, flight X-LAT plates, and a LAT simulator. 

 
The fundamental thermal control system architecture is sound, testable, and has 

demonstrated adequate analytical margins for PDR.  
 
Three additional staff members have been added to the team since the January 2002 

DOE/NASA review and there are immediate plans to hire much-needed additional staff (systems 
engineer, mechanical engineer, analyst, and designer).  

 
With the six-month extension in the overall LAT schedule, the revised mechanical systems 

schedule appears credible.  The grid delivery is the critical path item for the mechanical systems and 
it currently has three and one-half months of float.  Again, it is important that staffing be increased as 
stated above or schedule problems will occur.  Also, the final design of the grid cannot be finalized 
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until the S/C vendor has been brought on board and Interface Control Documents (ICD) can be 
finalized.  

Much progress has been made towards finalizing thermal and mechanical interface control 
documents and requirements documents.  Many had already been through several reviews and 
iterations, and release was said to be imminent.   

 
There was a significant increase in the overall cost of this subsystem since the January 2002 

DOE/NASA review.  The largest portion of this increase ($3 million plus) is due to the changes in 
the thermal design (heat pipe additions and radiator modifications), as well as moving the overall 
LAT thermal subsystem to the Lockheed Martin subcontract.  The overall subsystem cost is now 
projected at $11.85 million with 43 percent contingency on the costs to go of $10 million.  The 
Lockheed Martin projected cost is $7.3 million or 62 percent of the mechanical budget.  The contract 
is not fixed price and is renegotiated each year.  Care must be taken to manage this contract to 
prevent cost growth.   

 
2.5.2 Comments 

 
The formal responses to the recommendations and action items from the PDR were not 

made available to the Committee and are still considered open.  The responses had been 
generated by the subsystem team, but had not yet been reviewed but SLAC/GSFC project 
management and passed along to the Committee for evaluation.  

 
Planned new positions for the SLAC team should be hired as soon as possible to meet 

schedule commitments.  Delays in hiring these additional members will most likely affect the 
engineering model work in progress and preparations for the subsystem CDR scheduled for 
January 2003.   

 
Efforts must be maintained to complete interface and requirements documentation.  These 

important documents must be approved so that consistent and efficient designs will be produced.   
 
Strength qualification plans of the grid must be better defined.  The current plan of insert 

pull tests and static deflections is not adequate.  The grid structure must be subjected to stresses 
1.25 times the maximum predicted stresses unless it can be qualified by analysis using the no-test 
factors of safety of 2.0 for yield and 2.6 for ultimate.   
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It was stated that only the first tracker and calorimeter units (protoflight or qualification 
units or flight spares) will be sine burst tested for strength.  Because of their composite designs, it 
is highly recommended that all units (not just first articles) be sine burst tested to 1.25 times flight  
limit load predictions.  Composite materials are very susceptible to process errors and 
workmanship issues.  This would help to retire the risk of a tracker and/or calorimeter failure at the 
full-up instrument environmental test program. 

 
Sine sweep testing of the entire LAT instrument is planned, however it was not clear if 

sine sweep testing of major instrument components (e.g., individual tracker towers, calorimeter 
assemblies, electronic boxes, etc.) prior to the full-up LAT test was being planned.  Again, 
significant risk could be retired early if these major components were subjected to sine sweep 
testing (qualification levels for first articles, acceptance levels for subsequent articles) before the 
instrument test.  Failure of any of these components during the instrument tests could result in 
major disassembly of the Instrument.  Subsequent repairs to the component and re-assembly 
would necessitate additional system level tests. 

 
Because of the mix of composite and aluminum structures for mass and stiffness 

considerations, flexures are incorporated in several locations to prevent large stresses and 
deformations due to the differing coefficients of thermal expansion.  Concern was expressed over 
the lack of shear constraints at primary structural interfaces (calorimeter to grid, for instance) and 
critical alignment interfaces.  Relying solely on friction to resist shear loads at bolted interfaces 
could present problems with qualification.   

 
Due to the large LAT mass (3000kg), observatory center of gravity height is pushing the 

ceiling for maximum bending moment capability of the DELTA 6915 payload attach fitting.  
This issue needs to be tracked very closely by the LAT team and future spacecraft contractor. 

 
2.5.3 Recommendations 

 
1. Baseline the mechanical/thermal subsystem. 
 
2. Maintain access to the electronics during LAT thermal cycling at SLAC (the X-LAT 

plates should not be installed until completion of this test). 
 
3. Review LAT mechanical interface details with a special emphasis towards ease of 
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assembly and integration.  
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2.6 Systems Engineering (WBS 4.1.2) 
 
2.6.1 Findings 
 

The systems engineering activity continues to be adequate for baselining and has progressed 
well.  The project schedule has been extended six months since the PDR in January 2002.  The 
systems engineering budget has been extended by $600 K to account for the schedule extension.  
The systems engineering WBS carries five to six FTEs throughout the project.  The FTEs consist of 
1.5 systems engineer equivalents while the rest support systems engineering functions like 
requirements management, centralization of test programs, Instrument Operations Center support, 
ICD support, and software requirements tracking.  Other subsystem functions are hidden under 
other WBSs.  The LAT systems engineer noted that everyone understands that systems engineering 
functions are in these WBSs and will not be cut.  The overall systems budget appears to be adequate 
under these guidelines. 

 
The document maturity has substantially improved since the PDR.  The LAT systems 

engineering team directly addressed the Committee’s PDR concerns about project metrics.  The 
status of drawing, Level 3 specifications, ICDs, subsystem requirements are now being tracked.  
Mass, power, alignment, C.G., and “stay-clear” restrictions are being monitored and budgets 
have been established that will be followed through LAT delivery.  The performance verification 
plan caught up from nothing to normal PDR-level maturity or beyond.  Software testing and 
verification has been enhanced.  West Virginia Independent Verification and Validation will be 
present for the software verification testing. 

 
The schedule for system engineering document preparation seems to be reasonable.  The 

linkage between documents affecting different elements of the LAT has been established. 
 

2.6.2 Comments 
 
The LAT systems engineering team is now in place and appears to be sufficient in skill, 

experience, and number to maintain control of the systems engineering functions and tasks. 
 
The design of the LAT is such that making repairs after the instrument elements have 

been integrated will be difficult and a repair could conceivably lead to a schedule impact.  
Systems engineering understands this and the project has acknowledged the risk. 
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The Committee discussed some Requests For Action (RFAs) generated at the January PDR, 

however, was reluctant to discuss all of the RFA responses in detail because the Committee did not 
want to circumvent the proper project procedures for reviewing and approving RFAs.  Since most of 
the responses were intended for discussion at the delta PDR, the Committee suggested that the 
discussions on the RFA responses be held as soon as possible in order to be of benefit. 

 
2.6.3 Recommendations 

 
1. Systems engineering needs to monitor the development and coordinate utilization of 

simulators, emulators, breadboards, and engineering models for the LAT instrument 
(Mission/System CDR).   

 
2. The LAT sparing philosophy still needs to be formalized (CDR—list as needed to 

effect procurements).  
 
3. The risk management process should be continuous and not limited to quarterly 

reviews.  In addition, risk status should be a regular agenda topic at the LAT project 
management status meeting (to be implemented as soon as possible). 

 
4. The criteria for defining when a repair is necessary to the integrated LAT instrument 

should be established by the CDR. 
 
5. The event filtering software needs to be monitored for its effect on CPU utilization 

(metrics by October). 
 
6. The LAT teams needs to develop preliminary critical interface definitions for the 

Instrument Operations Center (IOC) to reduce risk to spacecraft development due to 
late IOC start-up (to be implemented as soon as possible—by CDR at the latest). 

 
2.7  Integration and Testing (WBS 4.1.9) 
 
2.7.1 Findings 
 

The Integration and Test (I&T) subsystem is responsible for final assembly and testing of 
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the LAT.  This includes developing I&T plans and procedures, the mechanical ground support 
equipment and some elements of the electronics ground support equipment.   The I&T subsystem 
will functionally test the LAT using beam tests and extensive functional testing at SLAC and other 
venues throughout the I&T phase.  This subsystem is also responsible for environmental testing of 
the LAT instrument and will support observatory level integration and environmental test. 

 
The I&T subsystem has developed a new cost, WBS and schedule since the January 2002 

DOE/NASA review.  The WBS is organized by function and is fully staffed at Level 4 although 
the committee notes that the unfilled position in the IOC will have an impact on the I&T 
subsystem if not addressed in the near term.   

 
The updated cost for the I&T subsystem is $6.6 million.  Contingency of 35 percent is 

available.  The subsystem is also receiving approximately $3 million in off-project support—this 
off-project labor is accounted for in the Project Management Control System (PMCS).  A total of 
$2.3 million in support from other subsystems is budgeted during the I&T phase.  The basis of 
the cost estimates, the cost to complete and the contingency appears adequate. 

 
Considerable technical progress has been made in the development of plans and procedures. 

The recent addition of an experienced aerospace I&T engineer to run the mechanical ground support 
equipment development program will accelerate this progress and, despite a significant workload, 
this subsystem should be able to meet their deliverables for the CDR. 

 
The online software system has met a major milestone with the distribution of 16 workstations 

to the collaboration for use in subsystem testing. 
 
Instrument I&T (including final assembly, LAT functional and environmental testing) is 

scheduled for June 2004 through May 2005.  Assembly is planned to be complete in January 2005. 
Environmental test is scheduled for February-May 2005.  There is schedule float internal to the 
subsystem that is independent of the project level 14 weeks of float currently scheduled at the end 
of the instrument integration and test.  Environmental testing is planned to be performed at NRL 
although alternative facilities might be more attractive depending on the S/C vendor selection now 
scheduled for August of 2002. 

 
The impact of delayed delivery of CAL units A&B on the beam test at End Station A, a 

significant risk identified in the January 2002 DOE/NASA review, has been mitigated by the strong 
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support of SLAC management and their stated willingness to accommodate the LAT schedule. 
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The I&T building (SLAC Building 33) is essentially complete although problems with the 
air conditioning system have delayed acceptance of the building by the project.  The 100,000-
class cleanroom, LAT assembly area, and subsystem integration area are in place.  There is a 
“wet” sprinkler system in place throughout the I&T area.  Access systems and controls are 
planned but are not yet in place.  Cleanroom technical issues, which will be addressed before 
flight hardware arrives, include marking of critical HVAC equipment, open vents to non-
controlled areas, and lack of crane oil drip protection in the LAT cleanroom.  The facility 
technical manager, in place at the January 2002 DOE/NASA review, is no longer dedicated to the 
I&T subsystem although he remains available at a lower level of effort. 

 
The proposed airplane flight to NRL will be used for an instrument systems level 

functional test.  This test provides a count rate environment close to that expected on-orbit (and 
could have a direct impact on the determination the effective area) and is still viewed by the I&T 
team as a crucial demonstration of system level functionality.    

 
Thermal cycling of the entire LAT is planned to be performed at SLAC before testing at 

NRL.  This activity is also viewed as an important test, primarily to verify workmanship at the 
system level before shipment. 

 
The primary risk to the I&T schedule is late subsystem delivery.  A large I&T staff will 

be in place as integration activities are beginning and there are substantial “standing army” costs. 
The schedule is reasonable but is inherently high risk as it requires four subsystems, each with 
moderately high risk, to be ready on time. 

 
Detailed milestones are in place and the PMCS is being used to track subsystem progress.  
  
The subsystem management feels that the mechanical engineering and designer support is 

sufficient at this time.  As the final designs for support equipment are formulated, this balance 
may need to be re-examined to assure that these designs are ready for CDR. 

 
2.7.2 Comments 

 
The integration facilities manager appears well suited to the task but does lack experience at 

space instrument integration.  The planned involvement of the experienced mechanical ground 
support equipment (MGSE) engineer during integration activities, as well as the possible addition of 
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experience through the planned technician hires could have a strong positive impact on this effort. 
There are issues that could complicate the environmental test handoff issues in conjunction 

with NRL, including use of wireless travelers, which should be addressed and resolved as the test 
planning process matures. 

 
2.7.3 Recommendations 

 
1. Baseline the I&T subsystem. 
 
2. Develop contingency plans by the time of CDR that account for late subsystem arrivals. 
 
3. Work to ensure that the touch labor involved in integration has I&T experience in 

advance of handling LAT flight hardware.  
 
4. Review the progress of design efforts in December 2002 to ensure that sufficient 

effort is available to complete tasks by CDR. 
 
5. Obtain project concurrence and include the airborne test and LAT thermal cycling at 

SLAC as part of the approved baseline schedule by December 2002. 
 
6. Conduct a thorough review of cleanroom facility readiness by CDR and consider the 

replacement of the wet sprinkler system. 
 
2.8 Performance and Safety Assurance (WBS 4.1.A) 
 
2.8.1 Findings 
 

Performance and Safety Assurance (P&SA), WBS 4.1.A, scope includes the efforts of the 
SLAC/LAT Performance Assurance Manager; development of a ISO 9000 compatible non-
conformance reporting system, conducting Quality Assurance Audits for hardware and software, 
management of various quality assurance support contracts, training of personnel to NASA work 
standards, LAT Safety Engineering and support of the EEE parts program at the NRL. 

 
The cost as presented is $2.2 million, with an additional $0.5 million (35 percent) of 

contingency.  Of that total, $1.6 million covers labor, including the subsystem manager for the 
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duration of the project and 4.4 FTE total at NRL over the life of the project.  The LAT Safety  
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Engineer is contributed labor from SLAC at the 0.3 FTE per year level.  This cost and 
contingency is adequate.  The schedule as presented is reasonable and low risk. 

 
The primary effort of the P&SA subsystem since the January 2002 DOE/NASA review 

has been to write the LAT Contamination Control Plan and to review and propose revisions to 
the Mission Assurance Requirement document (MAR).  The Contamination Control Plan utilized 
the services of a contract employee with extensive experience in flight hardware and integration. 
 The proposed revisions to the MAR are currently under review by project management.  Once 
the revised MAR is approved, there will be changes to a number of plans and procedures.  There 
is some risk that the revised MAR may impose additional requirements on the subsystems, 
although the P&SA manager has attempted to include all subsystem leaders in the discussion of 
proposed changes.  

 
GFSC surveyed the LAT Performance Assurance System in April 2001. A follow-up 

survey, originally planned for spring 2002 was delayed in response to the new project schedule 
and is now planned for December 2002, before the proposed CDR. 

 
 The Performance Assurance Manager has reached agreement with GLAST project 

management at GSFC to arrange for an additional quality assurance engineer to be assigned to 
the project. 

 
2.8.2 Comments 

 
The P&SA manager has been actively involved with the LAT project for some time, and 

continues to have a good working relationship with his colleagues.   He plays a key role in the 
project and depends on a great deal of support from other subsystems to accomplish his job.   

 
The use of flight-experienced contractors to provide input on well-defined quality assurance 

initiatives is a good idea and should be continued.   The cost estimate includes funds for this activity. 
 
The P&SA manager understands the need to establish control plans and specifications 

early, in order to allow other subsystems to have time to react and plan their actions accordingly. 
 
The P&SA manager should continue his strong, proactive involvement in subsystem 

quality assurance audits, parts procurement and the safety process and develop plans for 
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interfacing with the NRL when the LAT moves to that facility. 
2.8.3 Recommendations 

 
1. Reaffirm the decision to baseline the P&SA subsystem. 
 
2. Complete the GSFC Performance Assurance Audit in December 2002, before the CDR. 
 
3. Ensure that the new quality assurance engineer (from GSFC) is in residence at SLAC 

by December 2002. 
 
4. Complete the Mission Assurance Requirement revision negotiation as soon as possible and 

modify all dependent plans before the GSFC performance audit is performed. 
 

2.9 Ground Systems and Analysis (WBS 4.1.B and 4.1.D) 
 
2.9.1 Instrument Operation Center (WBS 4.1.B) 
 
2.9.1.1 Findings 
 
  The Committee reaffirms its findings of January 2002, that this subproject is vital to the 
success of GLAST, that it is not a technically challenging project and that it has no significant risk 
in any of cost, schedule, or management.  The low risk is a consequence of scope contingency. 

 
Since the plan presented in January 2002, the scope of the IOC subproject has changed: 
 
1. Level 0 data processing has been moved from the IOC to the Mission Operations Center 

(MOC). 
 
2. The WBS presented in January 2002 contained tasks that were scheduled to take place 

after the date now set for CD-4, Approve Start of Operations.  These tasks have been 
moved from the fabrication phase of the IOC to the Commissioning phase.  This is the 
main driver that reduced the cost from $3.71 to $2.55 million. 

 
These changes are reflected in the updated WBS.  The costs and contingencies for the 

remaining WBS items are essentially unchanged from January 2002.  The Committee again finds 
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the cost and schedule estimates to be credible and low risk. 
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Since the January 2002 DOE/NASA review, the LAT fabrication phase has been 
stretched out by six months.  Because the IOC subsystem will not be fully staffed until about 18 
months before CD-4, Approve Start of Operations, the schedule stretch was mitigated by 
delaying some procurements and hiring.   Only a few on-project staff positions, and their 
associated costs, were carried for the additional six months. 
 
  The previous IOC subproject manager recently accepted a new job and a replacement has 
been hired.  The transition has been managed smoothly and the new manager has come up to 
speed quickly. 

 
    There is no international contribution to this subproject. 
 
    The IOC CDR is scheduled for only three months after the PDR.  This is not a long 

time and it is important that the both the MOC and IOC teams be prepared to finalize their 
interface plans during this short time. 

 
     As in the January 2002 report, the Committee feels that the principle risk in this 

subproject is that found in any large software project: that subproject will become disconnected 
from the science goals and that the effort will go into the bells and whistles before the core 
functions are in good shape.  This risk can be mitigated by strong management oversight.  The 
subproject management team is aware of this will develop plans to mitigate the risk. 

 
2.9.1.2 Comments 

 
    In the January 2002 DOE/NASA review, the Committee recommended that a minimal 

MOC team be put in place soon so that the MOC/IOC interface could be designed.  The 
Committee is pleased to see that the interface documents are in preparation, with a draft due in 
September 2002.   The Committee is also pleased to see progress in defining the interfaces with 
the I&T effort and with the Reconstruction and Analysis Software subproject. 

 
     The big increase IOC staff level takes place late in the LAT fabrication phase, in the 

third quarter of FY 2004.  It is important that the people hired at this time come up to speed 
quickly.  The IOC team is aware of this and has begun discussions with people who will be made 
available at this time by the completion of other LAT tasks.  In their previous jobs these people 
will have worked with the IOC team on the interface of their subproject to the IOC; this will 
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result in short learning curves. 
2.9.2 Reconstruction and Analysis Software (WBS 4.1.D) 

 
2.9.2.1 Findings 

  
The Committee re-affirms its findings of January 2002, that the subproject is in very good 

shape: its cost and schedule estimates are both credible and low risk; it has a sound management 
plan; and the subproject has significant scope contingency.  Since the January 2002 DOE/NASA 
review, the LAT fabrication phase has been stretched out by six months.  In response, this 
subproject has incurred a cost increase of $294 K to cover salaries over the additional six months.  
Because much of the labor for this subproject is off-budget, the cost increase is relatively small. 

 
 The Committee commends the Reconstruction and Science Analysis Software (SAS) 

team for the tremendous progress made since the January 2002 DOE/NASA review.  At that 
time, they presented plan to develop the software suite, including the infrastructure, simulation, 
and reconstruction components.  Significant progress has been made. 

  
New 3D tracking codes represent a significant improvement over the 2D codes used 

previously; vertexing algorithms are now used to improve the estimate of the direction of the 
incident photon; comprehensive truth table information is now available for simulated events and 
has been used to understand better the behavior of the reconstruction code; the transition to a 
Geant 4 based simulation is progressing and includes plans to systematically verify Geant 4 
against available data; and the investment in infrastructure software is already paying off. 

 
The SAS team has designed extensive quality control and quality assurance procedures, 

including code reviews, self-test suites for each package, comprehensive test suites for the full 
simulation and reconstruction codes, high standards for documentation, and two mock data 
challenges.  The mock data challenges will include the preparation of a large sample of simulated 
events that can be used by the Science Support Center to test their codes, databases and 
procedures.  Some code reviews have already taken place, some self-test suites have already been 
developed and team members are following the documentation plan.  Detailed plans for the 
development and use of the comprehensive test suites are now in draft form.  

 
In the January 2002 DOE/NASA review, the Committee recommended that additional 

help be found to reduce the workload on the primary code architect.  The Committee is pleased 
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to see that a software engineer, whom they hope can fill that role, has been hired by the French 
group.  He is now being integrated into the team. 

The SAS team has also made significant progress in defining its interfaces with the IOC 
and the Science Support Center.  The definition of the data format, which involves the flight 
software team, is also at an advanced stage. 

 
The Committee feels that the principle risk in this subproject is that found in any large software 

project:  that it will become disconnected from the science goals and that the effort will go into the 
bells and whistles before the core functions are in good shape.  This risk can be mitigated by strong 
oversight by the SAS management team.  In addition, a User Analysis Group has been established that 
will use the SAS developed software to understand better the instrument and its sensitivity.  This is a 
group of expert users who will provide important and timely feedback to the SAS team.   The two 
mock data challenges, particularly the earlier of the two, also help to mitigate this risk. 

 
There is a significant international component to this subproject, all in off-project labor.  

Because this effort is already fully staffed, there is little risk on this front. 
 
As the reconstruction software matures, it becomes possible to improve the understanding of 

how the science sensitivity changes in response to variations in low level detector performance.  
The SAS team is now in a position to re-evaluate some of the efficiency and noise specifications 
using their improved tools. 

 
2.9.2.2 Comments 

 
The Committee points out that much of the software must be usable by scientists who are 

expert in their field but who are not software experts.  In the plans discussed above, the focus is 
to get feedback from expert users.  While this is indeed important, the Committee believes that 
early feedback from users who are science experts, but not software experts, is also important.  

 
The SAS team has identified that the astronomy and High Energy Physics communities 

have very different expectations about the format and presentation of instrument response 
information.  Because the SAS team comprises experts, who work well together, in both 
astronomy and High Energy Physics, this cultural difference will easily be bridged.  In addition, 
the mock data challenges will identify any problems that slip through the cracks. 
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2.9.3 Recommendations 
 
1. The Committee re-affirms its recommendation of January 2002 that the subproject be 

baselined for cost, schedule, and management. (WBS 4.1.B and 4.1.D) 
 
2. Write a specification for the efficiency of the tracking detector based on experience 

with the simulation and reconstruction software. 
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3. COST, SCHEDULE, and FUNDING (WBS 4.1.1) 
 

3.1 Cost 
 

3.1.1 Findings 
 
The LAT management presented a LAT baseline cost estimate of $99.97 million (actual 

year), with an overall contingency of $21.27 million (actual-year) that represents 28.9 percent of the 
cost-to-go.  The LAT project is approximately 26 percent complete, and the cost estimate is 
comprised of approximately 60 percent labor and 40 percent materials.  The total project cost of 
$121.24 million (actual year) is based on the May 2002 resource-loaded, bottoms-up cost estimate.   

 
Overall, the LAT cost estimate has experienced approximately six percent cost growth since 

the January 2002 DOE/NASA review.  The major cost drivers were a six-month delay in the launch 
schedule ($3.8 million), and the remaining increase was driven by an updated base cost estimate. The 
baseline cost estimate contained major WBS revisions to the Calorimeter (4.1.5), Anti-Coincidence 
Detector (4.1.6), Mechanical Systems (4.1.8), Instrument Integration and Test (4.1.9). 

 
Definitions of the boundaries from the fabrication phase to the commissioning phase, and 

then to the operations phase were finalized, with the cost estimates adjusted to align with the 
definitions.  The completion of the LAT fabrication phase is now defined as delivery and 
acceptance of the LAT to NASA for integration with the GLAST spacecraft.  This resulted in 
shifting $8.5 million of LAT costs from the fabrication phase to the commissioning phase.  

 
LAT management has implemented a PMCS, and has been reporting cost and schedule 

performance using an earned value system since September 2001.  The PMCS team utilizes 
Primavera P-3 as the schedule database tool, with COBRA selected for handling the actual costs 
for the LAT project and providing products for external output for NASA and DOE reporting.  
Costs are generally reported down to the fifth level.  The LAT PMCS is modeled after the B-
factory cost and schedule system, and complies with DOE and NASA management requirements. 
 Contingency on remaining work was estimated by subsystem management at the lowest task 
level using a risk/weight contingency matrix. 

 
The PMCS team is currently comprised of two full-time SLAC employees supported by a 

team of 3.5 consultants from Applied Integration Management.  There is one open position for a 
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SLAC employee that will replace one consultant.  LAT management plans to continue this 
blended team throughout the fabrication phase of the LAT.  The PMCS team may be further 
reduced as the integrated planning for LAT becomes more routine. 
 

Table 3-1.     LAT DOE and NASA Cost Estimate (Escalated K$) 
 

Cost Estimate (Real-Year K$) 

WBS# Subsystem 

Cost 
To 

Date 

Cost 
To 
Go 

Total Base 
Cost 

4.1.1 Instrument Management (SC9/10) $4,456 $7,146 $11,602
4.1.2 System Engineering (SC6) $1,761 $2,885 $4,647
4.1.4 Tracker (SC1) $4,382 $5,494 $9,877
4.1.5 Calorimeter (SC2) $4,383 $12,965 $17,348
4.1.6 Anti-Coincidence Detector (SC3) $2,699 $7,582 $10,280
4.1.7 Electronics (SC4) $2,941 $12,797 $15,738
4.1.8 Mechanical Systems (SC5) $1,815 $10,035 $11,850
4.1.9 Instrument Integration & Test (SC6) $434 $6,220 $6,654
4.1.A Performance & Safety Assurance (SC7) $719 $1,461 $2,180
4.1.B Instrument Operations Center (SC8) $283 $2,269 $2,552
4.1.C Education & Public Outreach (SC10) $469 $2,129 $2,598
4.1.D Science Analysis Software (SC8) $638 $2,690 $3,328
4.1.E Suborbital Flight (Balloon) Test $1,321 $0 $1,321

Subtotals $26,299 $73,674   
LAT Estimated Base Cost $99,973
LAT Total Project Cost  $121,240
Contingency $21,267
Contingency on Cost-to-Go (%) 29%

 
 
3.1.2 Comments 

 
The Committee was very impressed with LAT management and the PMCS group.  The 

Committee thanks them for their thorough presentations and frank discussion of the present 
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status and future challenges of the LAT project. 
With the restructuring of the four subsystems mentioned above the LAT cost estimate 

now appears mature.  The LAT project team is confident that the current WBS contains an 
integrated work plan against which progress and actual costs can be measured. 

 
Contingency at the level of 29 percent with respect to cost-to-go, while not extravagant, 

should be adequate for the LAT team to deliver its baseline commitments.  There remain external 
risks to the cost and schedule of the LAT (i.e., delivery of foreign components, spacecraft 
boundary conditions, etc.), as well as the inherent uncertainties in ASIC’s and I&T.  LAT 
management should work to maintain a comparable level of contingency on cost-to-go over the 
life of the fabrication project.   
 
3.2 Schedule and Funding 

 
3.2.1 Findings 

 
The integrated cost and schedule baseline for LAT consists of approximately 8,000 

schedule activities (summing to $99.97 million) and contains 190 interface milestones consistent 
with a LAT delivery to NASA in September 2005.  The DOE scheduled date for CD-4, Approve 
Start of Operations, ties to the completion of the LAT fabrication December 15, 2005.  Schedule 
and milestone variances were essentially zero since the LAT project team had recently 
rescheduled all activities to current work accomplished. 

 
LAT management presented high-level critical path analyses for the overall LAT, as well 

as for each LAT subsystem.  The overall LAT schedule provides for 17 weeks of overall float.  
The critical path of the LAT is currently electronics module delivery (three-weeks float) followed 
by the overall I&T of the LAT instrument, and then the final 14 weeks of float prior to delivery 
of the LAT.   

 
Work scheduled for FY 2002 and FY 2003 nearly saturates available funding leaving 

little contingency funds remaining for solving problems and maintaining schedule. 
 
3.2.2 Comments 

 
The Committee finds the integrated schedule for fabrication and delivery of the LAT is an 
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ambitious though achievable schedule, with technical decisions made as soon as possible. 
Sufficient schedule slack has been introduced to provide against reasonable risk. 

The success of the LAT project is dependent upon the delivery of the LAT within its 
baseline cost and schedule.  With this in mind, LAT management is strongly urged to introduce 
flexibility into its cost and schedule work planning, particularly in FY 2004 and FY 2005, in 
order to maintain the baseline schedule. 

 
The schedule is dependent upon achieving staffing levels according to the developed 

plans.  However, LAT management should work to coordinate its resources and decouple its 
activities as much as possible, in order to reduce its exposure to “marching army” costs. 

 
Attempts to introduce descoping scenarios in order to provide cost and schedule flexibility 

are apparently not feasible without seriously impacting the scientific mission of the LAT.   
 
If FY 2003 scheduled work saturates funding, LAT management should work with the 

funding agencies to ensure that timely cash flow management solutions can be found to maintain 
progress. 

 
Table 3-2.     LAT DOE and NASA Funding Estimate (Escalated M$) 

 
 FY00 FY01 FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05 Total 

DOE 3.0 5.7 8.1 8.9 7.9 3.4 37.0
NASA 3.9 3.8 13.1 20.9 25.8 15.7 83.2
JAPAN 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
Total/FY 6.9 9.5 21.2 29.8 34.7 19.1 121.2

 
 

3.3 Recommendations 
 

1. Approve the LAT baseline cost. 
 

2. Approve the LAT baseline schedule. 
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3. Develop work-around strategies to the LAT cost and schedule baseline, particularly in 
FY 2004 and FY 2005, to add flexibility and reduce the potential exposure to 
“marching army” costs. 
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4.  MANAGEMENT (WBS 4.1.1) 
 
4.1 Overall Management 

 
4.1.1 Findings 

 
The LAT Project Management organization appears to be stable and well structured to meet 

the challenge of providing the LAT instrument within specifications, budget, and schedule.  The 
LAT Project Management team is to be commended for the hard work evident in meeting DOE CD-
1, Approve Preliminary Baseline Range, and preparing for this “delta” review.  The scope of the 
fabrication project is well defined, as are the lead institutional and individual responsibilities for all 
major WBS elements.  The project is organized to map major WBS elements onto the project 
organization chart.  The LAT Project Management organization and structure have not undergone 
any changes since the January 2002 DOE/NASA review, with the exception of some changes to the 
I&T organization and management below Level 3 of that subsystem.  

 
SLAC Directorate oversight of the LAT project has been significantly enhanced with 

SLAC management changes and assignment of the new SLAC Research Division Head to LAT 
project oversight.  In addition, SLAC conducted an internal LAT project review by a committee 
of experts in April 2002, with follow-up to the review conducted through July 2002.  SLAC 
management has also been actively working to help establish an International Finance 
Committee, following a CERN and BaBar model, as a forum to bring together representatives of 
the U.S. and international funding agencies on a regular basis. 

 
The LAT project organization and the DOE LAT Program and Project Management work 

together and communicate with the GLAST project and mission organization through numerous 
means.  The LAT Project Office provides weekly technical and monthly cost and schedule 
reports to the GLAST organization.  In addition, quarterly reviews of the LAT project addressing 
programmatic, technical, budget, and schedule issues are conducted jointly by the DOE program 
and project and GLAST organization.  The LAT project has also been organized to incorporate a 
GLAST Project Manager approval of technical, cost, schedule, mass, and power change requests 
above established thresholds.  A potential concern raised in the January 2002 DOE/NASA 
review regarding clarity of management channels for GSFC personnel working on the LAT ACD 
has been satisfactorily addressed. 
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At the U.S. funding agency level, the DOE/NASA Joint Oversight Group (JOG) has been 
active in overseeing the LAT project.  The DOE/NASA Implementing Arrangement was finally 
signed in January 2002, shortly after the January 2002 DOE/NASA review, clearing the way for 
finalizing of important NASA International Agreements.  NASA International Agreements with 
the French Space Agency (CNES) and Italian Space Agency (ASI) are pending signature, with no 
major issues raised on their content, and NASA has recently decided to establish agreements with 
Japan and Sweden, both of which have been drafted.  

 
In addition to the lack of formal international agreements, the Stanford University and SLAC 

Memorandum of Agreements for work on the Tracker (Italy—Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare 
(INFN), ASI) and Calorimeter (France—CEA/DSM/DAPNIA, NRL) are still pending signature.  
The lack of these formally approved agreements is not considered to be impacting the completion of 
work, as relationships with the international partners are functional and they are actively working to 
meet LAT project technical and schedule goals.  In particular, a major concern from the January 
2002 DOE/NASA review with French management of calorimeter efforts has been resolved by the 
LAT project and collaboration through a re-organization of the international calorimeter effort.  

 
In a number of LAT subsystems, potential concerns arose regarding project staffing needs. 

In WBS 4.1.8 Mechanical Systems, 4.1.2 System Engineering, 4.1.9 I&T, and 4.1.D IOC, need for 
additional or more senior design and engineering staff was noted. 

 
The LAT Project Management structure and functioning is clearly defined and described 

in the Project Management Plan (PMP), LAT-MD-00054-06.  Several other management 
documents have also been developed defining key management processes, including the 
Configuration Management Plan, Risk Management Plan, System Engineering Management 
Plan, and the Performance Assurance Implementation Plan.  In addition, a DOE Acquisition 
Execution Plan and a preliminary Project Execution Plan (PEP), both pre-requisites for DOE 
CD-1, Approve Preliminary Baseline Range, have been completed.  

 
Some minor revision of the PEP and PMP documents is anticipated in support of seeking 

DOE CD-2, Approve Performance Baseline Range.  Other CD-2 pre-requisites have also been 
completed, such as a DOE Review of the LAT Project Management Control System (PMCS), which 
concluded and this system is in place and in good shape.  The PMCS includes a resource-loaded 
schedule under change control.  It is being tracked by LAT management.  The LAT PMCS has been 
and will continue to be a key tool to enable effective management of the baseline WBS, and tracking, 
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trending, reporting, and management of cost and schedule performance. 
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4.1.2 Comments 
 
Changes to the I&T subsystem management were implemented by the new I&T subsystem 

manager, appointed just prior to the January 2002 DOE/NASA review, and has strengthened and 
improved management and functioning of I&T efforts.  The increased SLAC management oversight 
is very promising and potentially of great value in monitoring the status of the LAT project, 
addressing issues, and ensuring adequate Laboratory support for LAT.  The International Finance 
Committee, hoped to be established by fall 2002 and to be chaired by the SLAC Research Division 
Head, could help provide early warning of potential agency resource or institutional performance 
issues and provide a means of addressing these at the highest levels where necessary. 

 
Based on the management processes and communications established, the LAT Project 

Management relationship to the GLAST Project and Mission organization appears to be strong. 
This cooperation and coordination was evident with the recent decision to extend the GLAST 
and LAT schedule by six months.  This has helped to reduce risk and accommodate mission-
level re-planning that is expected to benefit both the GLAST mission and LAT project. 

 
It is not clear what control project management has over the foreign contributions of 

hardware and software, or what contingency possibilities exist to handle problems in foreign 
contributions besides relying on the good faith encoded in the Memorandum of Agreements.  Both 
the French/CNES and Italian-ASI space agencies appear to be dealing with cash flow issues, 
though positive attention to this is evident.  CNES is working with CEA to address this, while ASI 
has recently demonstrated encouraging support to LAT in releasing FY 2002 funding to INFN.  
These issues only increase the importance of securing formal approval of the NASA International 
Agreements, which LAT Project Management is fully, if somewhat anxiously, anticipating. 

 
The effectiveness of the management tools put in place by project management should be 

carefully monitored during the coming year to insure they are the right tool-set and, in each case, 
add value.  The cost estimated for the management of the project appears adequate. 

 
4.1.3 Recommendations 

 
1. Complete any necessary further revisions to the management documents (Project 

Execution Plan and Project Management Plan) and other pre-requisites necessary to 
support DOE CD-2, Approve Performance Baseline. 
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2. Provide for staffing needs in areas of concern (Mechanical Systems, Systems 

Engineering, I&T, IOC, and Technical Coordination). 
 

4.2 Risk Management 
 

4.2.1 Findings 
 
This project is especially complex in terms of the range of contributors and the near-

unique DOE/NASA cooperation.  As a result, the risks may be higher than is traditional and so 
formal risk management would be of great value. 

  
Risk assessments have been conducted by the project that covers project level risks and 

system level technical risks.  The risk identification and assessments, however, are not updated 
with adequate frequency. 

   
The LAT project has formulated a written risk management plan that defines the process 

to be used in identifying and mitigating risks, but has not yet implemented a formal risk 
management process. 

 
4.2.2 Comments 

 
The project’s risk management plan should be updated periodically to allow the project 

management to identify problems early and to take the necessary corrective action in a pro-active 
manner.  Additionally, the plan should cover the full LAT instrument including those WBS 
elements that are the responsibility of non-U.S. institutions and collaborators.  Currently, the 
LAT project is working to make the existing plan a “working” document to help assure the 
process maintains its usefulness to the project. 

 
A continuous risk management approach should be implemented that is used throughout 

the life of the project.  While the current plan calls for such an approach, the LAT project has not 
yet defined and implemented the tools necessary for a useful risk management system.  This 
effort is currently ongoing.  It is important that a high level of ownership for the system be 
obtained from the subsystem managers to make the system successful.  Consideration should be 
made for providing guidance and training to the subsystem managers to gain their support. 
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4.2.3 Recommendation 

 
1. Implement a continuous risk management approach for use throughout the life of the 

project by the end of this calendar year. 
 

4.3 International Aspects 
 
4.3.1 Findings 
 

Agreements between NASA and relevant space agencies of international partners are 
either pending signatures (France, CNES and Italy, ASI) or are in the drafting stage (Japan and 
Sweden) and Memoranda of Agreement between Stanford University/SLAC and LAT 
Collaborating institutions are either signed or pending signature. 

 
SLAC intends to establish an International Finance Committee to bring together 

representatives of the various agencies as a mechanism to assure that the project receives the 
support needed for its success 

 
4.3.2 Comments 

 
The progress in developing signed agreements with international agencies and with LAT 

Collaborating institutions represents significant progress.  However, there is continued risk to the 
project until these agreements are signed and so it is urgent that this happen as soon as possible. 
It is important to fully complete these agreements as soon as possible. 

 
The formation of an International Finance Committee to help maintain stability in the 

funding arrangements will bring great value to the project and should be a high priority. 
 

4.3.3 Recommendation 
 
1. Complete and obtain signatures for all remaining agreements with international 

agencies and with LAT collaborating institutions as soon as possible. 
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4.4 Education and Public Outreach (WBS 4.1.C) 
 
4.4.1 Findings 
 

Education and Public Outreach (E/PO) is managed by the LAT Project for the GLAST 
Mission.  This effort is managed by Sonoma State University under subcontract to Stanford 
University, funded by a NASA contract. NASA requires E/PO to be budgeted at one to two 
percent of NASA cost.  The E/PO effort includes educator training, printed materials (posters, 
activities, lesson modules) and web-based materials.  Later activities planned include a SLAC 
virtual visitor center, PBS documentary, and a GLAST Telescope Network.  At $2.598 million 
total cost, this LAT sub-system is on budget and schedule.  

 
4.4.2 Comments 

 
The Sonoma State University E/PO managers are very well-regarded within the science 

education community.  They have also demonstrated great enthusiasm for this endeavor that has 
reached over 15,000 teachers.  In addition to the management needed for this effort, E/PO 
includes an assessment component to evaluate the effectiveness and dissemination of materials 
and programs to optimize their impact.  
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5. OVERALL PROJECT 
 

5.1 Findings 
 
The Committee commends SLAC, the LAT Project Office, the LAT team, DOE, and NASA 

for the important progress that the project has made in the past six months.  Since the January 2002 
DOE/NASA review, there has been major progress in some critical management areas, as well as a 
number of changes in the schedule, the estimated cost, and the contingency that have strengthened 
the project and give greatly increased confidence in the project’s ultimate success.  

  
The fabrication schedule has been extended by six months.  The fabrication phase is 

defined to end with acceptance of the LAT by NASA, projected to take place on or before 
September 22, 2005.  CD-4, Approve Start of Operations, is scheduled for December 2005. 

 
The total U.S. cost of the fabrication project is $121.2 million with $37 million provided 

by DOE, $83.2 million by NASA, and $1.0 million through the U.S./Japan Cooperative Program 
in High Energy Physics.  The estimated cost to complete is $73.7 million with $21.3 million 
remaining contingency. 

 
The estimated cost of the LAT fabrication phase has been increased by $5.6 million; the 

contingency on the estimated fabrication cost to complete is approximately 30 percent.  The 
project schedule has 17 weeks of schedule contingency. 

 
Other management items that have occurred since the January 2002 DOE/NASA review are: 
 
a. The LAT project phases have been better defined and CD-4 (Fabrication Project 

Closeout), has been defined to be triggered by the successful completion of the LAT 
pre-shipment review and acceptance of responsibility for the LAT by the NASA 
GLAST Project Manager. 

b. The DOE/NASA Implementing Agreement was signed in January 2002. 
c. The addition of Professor Persis Drell as Director of the Research Division (April 2002). 

This provides weekly management oversight of the project for the Laboratory.  
d. A SLAC internal review of the project by experienced project managers was held in 

April 2002 with follow-up sessions in May, June, and July.  This panel has validated 
the details of the revised plans put forth by the project. 
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At present, aside from the Principal Investigator and Project Manager, there is no single 
individual whose sole job is overall day-to-day responsibility for technical oversight of the entire 
instrument.  The project management has indicated their intention to strengthen their management 
team by bringing on board an experienced and qualified fulltime person to take this responsibility. 
 
5.2 Comments 

 
The project is in very good shape for this point in its development and ready to be fully 

baselined.  
 
The cost estimate is mature and reasonable, the success-oriented schedule is viable and 

the level of risk is reasonable for a project of this scale and complexity. 
 
The LAT Project Office has established effective and proper communications channels 

both within the Collaboration and with the NASA and DOE organizations.  
 
NASA and DOE should work together to reduce any unnecessary burdens to the project 

due to the dual sponsorship; e.g., by coordinating and minimizing the burden of reviews. 
 
The addition of six months to the fabrication schedule and the increased estimated 

fabrication cost of $5.6 million represents a prudent approach and enhances the project’s 
likelihood of success.  

 
 The recent full definition of the fabrication project completion, the signing of the 

DOE/NASA agreement, and the enhanced and effective oversight by SLAC management is 
essential for the success of the project. 

 
The LAT is a complex technical project.  Given the significant responsibilities of the 

Principal Investigator and the Project Manager, it is important that a single experienced and 
qualified fulltime individual be given responsibility for day-to-day technical oversight of the 
entire instrument. 

 
5.3 Recommendations 

 
1. Baseline the LAT project based on the proposed cost estimate and schedule. 
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2. Continue the current level of oversight and management attention by SLAC 

Management and rapidly proceed with plans for a LAT International Finance 
Committee. 
 

3. Strengthen the overall project management by bringing on board an experienced and 
qualified person to be responsible for the day-to-day technical oversight of the whole 
instrument. 

 
 4. Coordinate and plan the DOE/NASA reviews to take place on an annual basis and to 

minimize impact on the project (so long as project progress and performance is 
reasonable). 
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